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Cameleoh !

The wonder of water
Cameleoh! has been a creative, innovative force in the world of
aquatic play features since 2009. Our work is based on advocating
innovation, environmental responsibility and child development. We
see play areas as their own worlds of wonder where children can learn
and flourish.
Innovative ideas are at the heart of what we do, and child development guides our process. This process includes consistently striving
for new ways to do more and do better.
Our creative team finds inspiration in nature, dreams, art and children’s
stories. The team draws from its environment, experience and expertise to consistently produce features that are both fun and engaging.
All of our products are proudly made right here in Quebec.
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The wonder of water
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Fun and function

Fostering child development
Planning for optimal use of a space is secondary to the child’s
experience using it. Our aquatic play features must offer
stimulating activities for different ages and interests to provide
children with an ideal environment for healthy, ongoing
development.
We’re always dreaming up new ways to impress kids and
encourage their curiosity. For this reason, we keep in mind the
magic of childhood and the ways kids of different ages interact
with their environment when designing our modules.
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Fostering child development

Our designs appeal to the senses and to young minds,
helping kids challenge themselves and reach new heights.
The solutions we offer put children’s fun and development
first and ensure that we help kids flourish.
Our ongoing goal is to help you reinvent your spaces with our
ever-evolving ideas, providing an exciting and stimulating
environment for children that encourages exploration.
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Parc Guy-Dionne, Lévis
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Internal piping

An eco-friendly solution
Another of our main concerns when designing our play spaces is the
environment. Preserving precious water resources goes hand in hand
with our learning and development approach.
Exclusive in North America, our specialized system of internal piping
and nozzles ensures the lowest water consumption on the market.
The piping system also keeps stagnant water from collecting inside
the modules, preventing bacterial growth and chlorine damage to the
splash features.

Green systems and
materials
We use universal bases to ensure easy
installation and concrete pouring. This
also means the concrete will never
have to be broken up to change or add
structures in the future

Our eco-friendly vision allows us to offer you products that use less
energy, so you can save every step of the way with less space required
for the equipment and lower operating and maintenance costs. With
sustainability in mind throughout the design and installation process,
we’re able to create play spaces with everyone’s best interests at heart.
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Internal piping

Cameleoh ! arch
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The power of Cameleoh!
Working with Cameleoh! means choosing simplicity. Whether it’s the striking, efficient design, customizable products or ease of
installing and changing the different modules, we help our clients keep it simple and get great results.

Quality

Service

 High quality resistant metals
including 304L stainless steel and
brass;

 Internal design team that adapts
solutions to your needs and offers
inspiration;

 Industrial grade paint with UV and
graffiti protection;

 Optional training and advice for
your resource people

 Creative designs unique
to the market;

 Winterization and activation

 25-year guarantee on welds

Safety
 M
 anufacturing according to
ADA, CE, CAN/CSA-Z614-07,
ASTM F2461-09 and ASTM F1487
standards1 ;
 Protrusion-free spray nozzles
and surfaces ;
 High placement of moving
elements, e.g. dumping buckets;
 Design that discourages climbing;
 Toe protectors on every module.

1ADA (standard for barrier-free design) - CE (European Conformity) - CAN/CSA-Z614-07 (national standards for children’s playspaces and equipment)
ASTM F2461-09 (American Section of the International Association for Testing Materials) - ASTM F1487 (American Section of the International Association for Testing Materials)

1
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Parc des Cèdres, Beauharnois

Interchangeability

Efficiency

 Exclusive turnkey
exchange program ;

 Lowest water consumption
on the market ;

 Structure checks and adaptation ;

 Sequences adaptable to your
needs ;

 Value estimate of trading in your
modules ;
 Monitoring and upgrades.

 Universal anchoring system ;
 Design for easy transport
and installation ;
 Quick and easy maintenance.
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Build your project
Different clients have different needs. At Cameleoh! our priority is our ability to adapt:
to your needs and expectations, and to the environment.

Different area layouts
Creating a water play area that meets
client and user expectations requires first
assessing the limitations to and capacity of your water use and of the space
available. It is also important to divide
the space into different zones (Family,
Toddler and Active) according to the
types of users.
Our designers will closely assess your
needs to determine the best possible
solutions for your environment.
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Build your project

The Family Zone is accessible to everyone and promotes interaction between
different age groups. This zone combines
ground sprays and medium-sized
modules.
The Toddler Zone provides contact with
water that’s designed for younger users
up to four years old, with an emphasis
placed on touch and pressure for a maximum sensory experience.

The Active Zone is a stimulating zone
for children eight and up that offers challenges, interaction, and group activities
geared towards sharing and teamwork.
The success of your water play area
comes down to the joint work between
your and our design team. Your needs
and constraints combined with our
creativity and expertise will bring your
ideas to life.
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Zoo de Granby
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Paint colours
We offer a rich palette of standard colours so that you can match modules and coordinate colours according to your project
or its environment. No matter the colour, all our products are safe, durable and non-toxic.

Beige

White

Blue

Brown

Dark Brown

Cobalt

Grey

Dark Grey

Metallic Grey

Yellow

Mauve

Black

Orange

Purple

Pink

Red

Turquoise

Forest Green

Lime Green

Apple Green
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New products !
At Cameleoh! we know that young people respond best to fresh ideas. Our
solutions are constantly evolving to create aquatic play environments that reflect
what’s popular today. This emphasis on continuous improvement allows us to
focus on environmental responsibility and child development while highlighting
the distinctive designs that set us ahead of the competition.
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Kinetic

Kinetic
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Kinetic
This new product theme was developed in response to the
growing demand for fun products that leave greater possibility
for imagination. We carried out targeted research on how to
reinvent the visual and mechanical elements of our designs.
We looked to the world of kinetic art to inspire our Kinetic
theme. This artistic movement is ideally suited to our
product theme complete with optical effects, movement,
contrasting colours and a bold, contemporary style.
Using bold formal arrangements and unexpected structures, the play features work together to create a dynamic
visual balance.
The result: a product that redefines innovation

«

Being creative means seeing things differently and
learning to see life and others from different perspectives. For children, being creative fosters communication
skills and helps them grow in how they see the world.

»

- Excerpt from naitreetgrandir.com

Available modules
 Tripod.................................................................................................................. M47-001
 Bamboo.............................................................................................................M43-001
 Longicshot.......................................................................................................M44-001
 Kinetic forest ................................................................................................ M34-002
 Kinetic cannon ............................................................................................ M05-001
 Kinetic ship .....................................................................................................M35-001
 Kinetic ship mast ....................................................................................... M35-002

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/kinetic
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Kinetic
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Themes &
inspirations
Our themes and inspirations provide thoughtfully designed sets of modules
so that children can enjoy a fully immersive experience. Whether it’s a
jungle expedition or a battle to take over a pirate ship, our different themes
inspire and capture imaginations of all ages.
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Themes & inspirations
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Nature
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Weedon

Beauharnois

Neuville

Nature
This theme features visual elements
inspired by parks, sun and summer.
The giant flowers, dragonflies, snails
and ladybugs recreate a carefree
summer day feeling.

Modules

 Sun ring............................................. .M04-001-T23

 Little flower ............................................. M09-002

 Flower bucket.......................................... M18-001

 Beaver .......................................................... M17-001

 Cattail ............................................................ M11-001

 Fox ring ............................................ M04-001-T12

 Frog ring........................................... M04-001-T09

 Spruce tree .............................................. M24-001

 Toadstool dome...........................M05-002-T01
 Beehive bucket ..................................... M33-001

Ground spray bases

 Squirrel cannon ....................... M05-001-T14

 Umbrella .................................................. M08-001

 Lily pad ........................................M02-002-T07

 Giant flower ..........................................M13-002

 Ladybug cannon ....................... M05-001-T06

 Paw prints ................................... M02-002-T11

 Baby dragonfly ................................ M09-001

 Snail cannon...................................M05-001-T03

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/nature
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Jungle
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The jungle and its majestic
animals transport kids to a mysterious, faraway land that they
usually only read about in books.
A truly refreshing alternative to a
trip to the zoo!

Les Coteaux

Lathuile, France

Cap-Santé

Jungle

Modules
 Palm tree................................................ M13-001

 Lion ring.........................................M04-001-T22

 Baby elephant....................................M09-003

 Baby chameleon...............................M09-005

 Monkey ring............................... M04-001-T03

 Frog ring.......................................M04-001-T09

 Giraffe........................................................ M15-001

 Sun ring..........................................M04-001-T23

 Parrot buckets.....................................M07-001
 Zebra ring.....................................M04-001-T18
 Giant leaf.................................................M10-001

Ground spray bases
 Paw prints..................................... M02-002-T11

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/jungle
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Sea
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Saint-Calixte

Aytré, France

Corse, France

Sea

Modules

Who would say no to a little beach
getaway?

 Buoy cannon..............................M05-001-T18

 Kinetic ship............................................M35-001

 Fish buckets......................................... M07-002

 Ship mast............................................... M35-002

Surrounded by sharks and tropical
fish, kids of all ages can explore
the depths or take a refreshing
break beneath the palm trees.

 Fish ring........................................ M04-001-T02

 Palm tree................................................ M13-001

 Seahorse................................................M09-004

 Sun ring..........................................M04-001-T23

 Umbrella................................................ M08-001
 Crab dome..................................M05-002-T07

Ground spray bases

 Turtle dome............................... M05-002-T06

 Octopus........................................M02-002-T04

 Starfish dome........................... M05-002-T08

 Crab.................................................M02-002-T05

 Whale........................................................M22-001

 Seahorse..................................... M02-002-T06

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/sea
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The Prehistoric Age
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Beauharnois

Beauharnois

Pont-Rouge

The
Prehistoric
Age

Modules

Ground spray bases

 T-Rex.........................................................M25-001

 Animal tracks.............................M02-002-T13

 Palm tree................................................ M13-001
Rawr! This theme lets kids travel
back in time to the Jurassic Period
when amazing beasts roamed
the Earth. Kids can play alongside awesome creatures like the
Pteranodon, T-Rex, and sea snake.t

 Dragon cannon.........................M05-001-T01
 Giant leaf ................................................M10-001
 Pteranodon ring.......................M04-001-T01
 Megalodon...................................... M49-001-B

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/prehistoric
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Always popular characters in kids’
imaginations, pirates inspire an
exciting sense of adventure.
Kids will be all too happy to join
Captain Hook’s crew for limitless
adventures on the high seas! All
aboard!

Black Lake

Portneuf

Black Lake

Pirates

Modules
 Pirate ship.............................................. M16-002

 Parrot buckets.....................................M07-001

 Pirate ship mast..................................M16-001

 Kraken ring................................. M04-001-T26

 Sea snake.............................................. M26-001

 Compass dome.......................M05-002-T02

 Cannon cannon........................M05-001-T16
 Palm tree................................................ M13-001
 Pirate ring..................................... M04-001-T13

Ground spray bases
 Treasure map icons................M02-002-T14

 Treasure chest rings..............M04-001-T24

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/pirates
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This theme lets children star in their
very own western. Luckily the water
sprays in this cowboy town are a real
oasis from the desert heat!

Les Coteaux

Les Coteaux

Granby

Western

Modules
 Carriage rings............................M04-001-T25

 Cactus.......................................................M23-001

 Dreamcatcher............................ M05-001-T15

 Teepee..................................................... M38-001

 Locomotive........................................... M31-001

 Horse half-ring.........................M04-004-T02

 Western water tower ..................... M12-001

 Wagon ring..................................M04-001-T10

 Bank.......................................................... M42-002

 Vulture buckets........................... M07-001-T1

 Saloon...................................................... M42-003

 Rooster cannon....................... M05-001-T02

 Doorway................................................. M40-001

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/western
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Projects
At Cameleoh! we want to help you design customized water play
areas that adapt perfectly to your environment, reflect your style, and
fit your budget. Every structure is designed to create an optimal spray
zone and striking, attractive result. Discover how we can make your
splash pad a work of art!
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OUR PARKS
Capitale-Nationale

Montérégie

Pont-Rouge
St-Basile
Portneuf
Deschambault-Grondines
Cap-Santé
Neuville
Ste-Catherine-de-la-Jacques-Cartier
St-Ubalde
St-Gabriel-de-Valcartier
St-Marc-des-Carrières

Granby
Beauharnois
Ste-Angèle-de-Monnoir
Les Coteaux
Brigham

Chaudières-Appalaches
Ste-Croix
Ste-Claire
St-Apollinaire
Lévis
Bellechasse
Honfleur
Thetford-Mines
St-Isidor

Lanaudière
St-Calixte
Repentigny
Ste-Mélanie
Mandeville

Laurentides
Mirabel
St-Placide
St-Clet

Saguenay-Lac-St-Jean

Mauricie

St-Eugène-d’Argentenay
Lamarche

St-Paulin
Lac-aux-Sables

Estrie
Stanstead

Bas-St-Laurent
Trois-Pistoles

Montréal
Laval

Outaouais
Fort-Coulonge

ONTARIO

Centre-du-Québec

Limoges
Newmarket

Chesterville
Drummondville
St-Robert
St-Félix-de-Kingsey
Notre-Dame-de-Ham
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Projects

UNITED STATES
Agawam, Massachussetts
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OUR PARKS
FRANCE
Pernes-les-Fontaines, France
Corse, France
Aytré, France
Lathuile, France
St-Julien-des-Landes, France
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Parc Bourcier
Beauharnois
This natural theme is inspired by
the nearby riverside. Children
discover and easily identify the
plants and animals that make up
the splash pad’s features in the
different play zones.

Modules
 Canadian goose.................................................................................................................................................... M32-001
 Spruce tree............................................................................................................................................................... M24-001
 Flower bucket......................................................................................................................................................... M18-001
 Cattail............................................................................................................................................................................ M11-001
 Toadstool dome......................................................................................................................................... M05-002-T01

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Camping les Fontaines
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Camping les Fontaines
France
Integrated into a waterpark, this
splash pad offers a space for
younger children to relax and cool
down. Kids enjoy a fun safari of
exotic animals under the shade
of straw umbrellas in this junglethemed playground.

Modules
 Parrot buckets........................................................................................................................................................M07-001
 Monkey ring.................................................................................................................................................. M04-001-T03
 Giraffe............................................................................................................................................................................M15-001
 Zebra ring........................................................................................................................................................ M04-001-T18
 Baby elephant.......................................................................................................................................................M09-003
 Palm tree....................................................................................................................................................................M13-001

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Camping les Sables
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Camping les Sables
France
This splash pad shows how effectively a project can be integrated
into the urban environment. The
tropical theme features water
sprays and cannons—the perfect
way to cool off in the city centre.t

Modules
 Colour rings..............................................................................................................................................................M04-001
 Fish ring........................................................................................................................................................... M04-001-T02
 Fish cannon................................................................................................................................................... M05-001-T04
 Palm tree....................................................................................................................................................................M13-001
 Fish buckets............................................................................................................................................................ M07-002
 Umbrella................................................................................................................................................................... M08-001
 Jester’s bells............................................................................................................................................................ M19-001

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Parc des Cèdres
41
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Parc des Cèdres
Beauharnois
The T-Rex reigns over this park atop
a small hill. The dinosaur-themed
park demonstrates how little space
is needed to create an impressive
set of features for cooling off.

Modules
 T-Rex............................................................................................................................................................................ M25-001
 Pteranodon.....................................................................................................................................................M04-001-T01
 Dragon cannon............................................................................................................................................M05-001-T01

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Parc de l’Érablière
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Parc de l’Érablière
Granby
This sugar shack-themed playground gives children a refreshing
haven of their own in the heart of
a residential neighbourhood. The
playground fits seamlessly into the
surrounding natural environment.

Modules
 Maple tree bucket...............................................................................................................................................M18-002
 Spruce tree............................................................................................................................................................... M24-001
 Sugar shack............................................................................................................................................................. M42-001
 Barrel ring....................................................................................................................................................... M04-001-T20
 Horse half-ring............................................................................................................................................M04-004-T02

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Parc Guy-Dionne
Lévis
Kids of all ages can cool off in this
large play area located in a bustling
park that features activities for the
whole family. The nature-themed
splash pad includes sprays, modules
and water cannons.

Modules
 Spruce tree............................................................................................................................................................... M24-001
 Toadstool dome........................................................................................................................................ M05-002-T01
 Fox ring............................................................................................................................................................. M04-001-T12
 Flower bucket ....................................................................................................................................................... M18-001
 Giant leaf.................................................................................................................................................................... M10-001
 Snail cannon................................................................................................................................................. M05-001-T03

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Parc Audrey
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Parc Audrey
Les Coteaux
Circus animals abound, and a train
leads the way to cool off. The park’s
design was inspired by the long
space available for installing a water
playground.

Modules
 Giraffe............................................................................................................................................................................M15-001
 Zebra half-ring............................................................................................................................................M04-004-T04
 Wagon ring.....................................................................................................................................................M04-001-T10
 Level crossing..........................................................................................................................................................M14-001
 Locomotive...............................................................................................................................................................M31-001
 Monkey ring.................................................................................................................................................. M04-001-T03
 Baby elephant...................................................................................................................................................... M09-003

See the modules at : www.cameleoh.com/projects
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Customized
projects
Have a specific idea in mind? Or a project that
needs a customized solution? Looking for
something that represents the surrounding
environment? Our design team is backed by
years of expertise and knowledge, allowing us
to better guide you in finding the
right solution. The Cameleoh! experience
means transforming your space into a unique
world featuring original works well-suited to
your project.

Parc Woodyatt
The City of Drummondville was looking for a unique
splash pad for Parc Woodyatt that could be easily
removed for special events. These storm trees were
the ideal solution for the park’s management.

Customized projects : www.cameleoh.com/customized
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Neptune
Camping Atlantide’s management wanted to set up a
sea-themed park at their campsite. They were looking for
a unique piece that would integrate well with the existing
features. Cameleoh! created Neptune to reign over the
playground, adding a customized touch to the park.
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Granby Zoo
The Grandby Zoo wanted something to add to the fun of
the Cunucunoma Adventure River in the Amazoo waterpark. Cameleoh! was mandated to revitalize three sites
along the river where visitors can now discover a shaman’s
hat, ceremonial mask and tribe.
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Fountains,
ground sprays
and spray
bases
Over 40 kinds!
Cameleoh! is launching an all-new range
of products. Ground sprays and contemporary structures are a way to update the look
of parks and downtown areas. These urban
features give locals and tourists a way to cool
off while enjoying the visual effect of the
water sprays.

See products at : www.cameleoh.com/ground-sprays
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Parc Raoul-Dandurand
When Van Horne Avenue in Montreal’s Outremont
borough was redeveloped, new features were installed
to give added attraction to the park and neighbouring
facilities.
*Collaborative project

Product catalogue

Place Bell
The City of Laval revamped a section of its downtown area.
For this project, Cameleoh! built four water misters at four
different sites. These portable structures spray a refreshing
mist on passersby when they push the activation button.

Rue Smith
Smith Street in Montreal’s Griffintown borough underwent
a redesign. The update allowed for a fresh new look featuring water sprays along this pedestrian street and Bassin Peel.
*Collaborative project
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Control
equipment
Our control equipment provides an effective
and reliable way to manage your splash pad.
We offer a selection of equipment to make
water and system management as easy as
possible.

Drains and water
recirculation system
Our high-quality drains are made of stainless steel with a
high-density plastic cover. Our water recirculation system
allows you to collect and effectively clean the water used
by your park’s splash pad.
See products at : www.cameleoh.com/equipment
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Distribution, supply and
control systems
Cameleoh! offers a variety of equipment to automate the
pumps and lighting in your splash park. These systems
can be installed in an enclosure box, an underground
vault or an existing building near the water features.
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Activation terminals
Pushbutton switches and wheels let kids activate
preprogrammed water spray sequences at your splash
park. The programming controls the spray sequence
and the available hours of the aquatic play features,
and can be modified at any time. You can also program
a water-efficient mode.
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1 866 799 6060
info@cameleoh.com
180, Lucien-Thibodeau,
Portneuf ( Québec ) Canada G0A 2Y0

